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Abstract
In this paper, we present a system based on detection, tracking and
3D convolution neural network dealing with Activities in Extended Video
(ActEV) task in TRECVID 2018. In the proposed system, videos are
first unfolded into frames for training detection network, then we use it
to generate bounding box for tracking areas where target activities could
be happen. The tracking clips are then classified using a 3D convulution
network.
1 Introduction
Activities in Extended Video(ActEV) in TRECVID 2018[1] is an extension task
of the annual TRECVID Surveillance Event Detection (SED) evaluation by
adding a large collection of multi-camera video data, both of simple and complex
activities. ActEV will address activity detection for both forensic applications
and for real-time alerting. The VIRAT-V1 dataset is used for ActEV evlua-
tions. The ActEV leaderboad evalution contains following 20 activities: Clos-
ing, Closing trunk, Entering, Exiting, Loading, Open Trunk, Opening, Trans-
port HeavyCarry, Unloading, Vehicle turning left, Vehicle turning right, Vehi-
cle u turn, Interacts, Pull, Riding, Talking, activity carrying, specialize talking phone,
specialized texting phone. The training data contains 64 videos, which include
1426 target activities with 267139 frames. The validation data contains 54
videos, which include 1223 target activities with 201944 frames. There are two
tasks this year about this dataset. One is Activity Detection(AD) task, given a
target activity, a system automatically detects and temporally localizes all in-
stances of the activity. For a system-identified activity instance to be evaluated
as correct, the type of activity must be correct and the temporal overlap must
fall within a minimal requirement. The other is Activity and Object Detection
task, given a target activity, a system detects and temporally localizes all in-
stances of the activity and spatially detects/localizes the people and/or objects
associated with the target activity. For a system-identified instance to be scored
as correct, it must meet the temporal overlap criteria for the AD task and in
addition meet the spatial overlap of the identified objects during the activity
instance.
We designed a system for the AD task based on object detection, track-
ing and 3D feature extraction technologies. The detailed architecture for the
proposed system are described in Section 2.
1
2 Retrospective System
The proposed system first detect and crop clips from the given videos where and
when the target events could happen based on object detection and tracking
algorithms. Then those selected clips are represented by features through 3D
convolution networks which are pretrained on action recognition dataset. An
classifier is later trained on the selected clips and given labels. In the testing
stage, the classification result on selected clips are submitted for evaluation.
2.1 Object Detection and Tracking
Object detection algorithms have been well developed in recent years. And
Faster-RCNN[6] is one of the most wildly applied algorithm, it employs two step
detection mechanism which first propose interesting region and then classify
it. Based on the annotated information of training VIRAT V1 dataset, we
fine-tuned the Faster-RCNN with inception and residual network as backbone
architecture. Since a few objects are related to target activities and many
objects are too small to be recognized, we should only focus on the objects which
are easy to be detected and are likely to be involved into a action. Therefore,
only person, bicycle and car are detected in our system. We evaluation the
detection performance on the validation data, and get map over 95.
Once detection for each frame has been done, the system will track the
target with bounding box given in every frame. Here we employed [2] to track
the object. And for each detected object, the tracking result with its bounding
box are used to crop clips from the whole videos in spatial and temporal. A
Almost all the target activities are contained in the cropped clips. And the
cropped clips can be seen the proposal action cubes compared to the proposal
interesting regions in detection task.
2.2 Feature Extraction
For action recognition task, the representation of videos are very important.
Recent researches employed 3D convolution neural network to extract fetarues
of given videos. Here we employed I3D[3] to extract features of selected clips.
The I3D model is pretrained on kinetics dataset[4]. We also calculate the flow
feature based one the flow using TVL1[5] optical flow algorithm.
2.3 Classification
SVM and lightGBM are the classifiers in the proposed system. Each classifier are
trained on extracted RGB and Flow features separately, and in inference stage,
the probabilities from each calssifer on different source are fused to generate
the final predictions. We submit two results based on different classification
settings. The ”base” gets 0.9510 mean-p miss@0.15rfa, and the ”window 2”
gets 0.9249 mean-p miss@0.15rfa. w The ”window 2” means we split cropped
clips into several 2s segments, and adopt the split segments for classification.
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